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Lance's~ompletion,or"testimo 0 yon . drafts were made.
(UPI)-President Carter's three·top Capitol HiD this week.
.·
. Of that amount, Powell sllid,
aides knew in January t)Jat Bert·
La~ce,")maer pressure to resign. ·$14,000 to $15,000 was Lance's
Lance and his family ha.;J,written because ofthe overdrafts an(,i other . personal overdrafts.
$450,000 in overdrawn checks, but ·questionable banking, practices, is · . None of the three aides, Powell
. they' did not tell Carter, )>ress to testify Thursday before the said, "felt that the FBI report gave
Secretary Jody Powell said Senate 'Governmental Affairs rise to a need for further inMonday.
Committee.· He attended <\. two... vestigation or bringing it to the
Although Lance had been ·~hour Cabinet meeting at t~e White ·attention of the President."
nominated as budget director at the House Monday and left by himself
Powell quoted an official in the
. ·
---· comptroller's office, whom he
time and was up for Senate con- afterward.:.: ·
firmation, none. of the thr~e
Powel! satd he, Hamilton 'ordan refused to identify, saying what
thougbt the Prestdent needed . to -and Whtte House Counsel Robert Lance did was a connnon smallknow of the situati~n, Powell sa1d: · Lipshutz ~aw an FBI r~por,t citing town banki.~g· practice. · · ·
Powell also. satd ~arter .wtll $450,000 m overdra~ts. m 1974 and
Powell s.aid ••a dozen people or
postpone a news confer~n.~e, 1975 by Lance and hts ~n-Iaws •. who. so" were listed in the FBI reP.ort as
planned for We~nes?,ay, untd . as found~d the Cal~oun Ftrst NatJOnal having · written
overdrawn
soon as posstble
followmg Bank m Georgta where· the over- checks-none of them relating to

-

-

Lance campaign spending in the
1974 Georgia gubernatorial race.
The aides also were dissuaded
from further action, Powell said,
because the bank corrected the
overdraft situation. ·"
Powell said the three aides got
'the. FBI report soon after it was.
written Jar.. 6, and decided to
follow normal procedure and turn
it over to the Senate only if it was
requested: If was not.
"The judgment we . made is,
certainly in 'light of events, open to
comment, at least," Powell said. "I
certainly~ wish
I had done
something, if there· was something
there to do.
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Of $2 Per Student-

PIR·G Provides Annual Aefund
By PAUL·SCH E RR
UlBOSlaffWriter
Th~; ~·portion of each student's'
activity fee earmarked for New
Mexico PlRG will be made
available for refund Sept. 18 to 30,
9a.m.w5p.m .• ~ilie~nM~oo

u~~~,~~,~~;f~~~~·ru.nded by check
..

upon presentation of a current
student I. D. The J.D. will then be
-marked. PIRG is required by
·ASUNM to make refunds readily
available at a well-publicized date
to any student who~does not Wish to
contribute to PJRG.
In anticipation of the refund
date, PIRG will hold an open house
Thursday, Sept. 15, from nooQ to
four p.m. at its office, '239 Harvard
S.E:, said Betsey Remage-He~ly,

PIRG director.
"We would .like people to make
an informed decision before accepting -or rejecting the refund,"
Remage-Healy said. "We're also
eager to let people know what we

·
are d omg,
to r·md out w hat ' s on
their minds and what they would
like to see us do."
.
'!Since we have a new director
and new staff, we feel this is a good
time to get acquainted," she said,

adding that hopefully, .two new
pamphlets will be ready for
distribution at the ti~ of the open
house.
A wood-burning guide, and a
lcont.onpage3l
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De mo.s ;B'to_c hure~· ···a b g (J S'. . .

Mark Gleisher, campaign manager for mayoral
candidate Paul Demos, recently issued a .statement to
the iocal news media which said Demos had not
received a master's degree from UNM as his campaign
literature had earlier stated. ·
· for the
· Demos campargn
·
A spokesman
to.ld th e
LOBb that a new campaign brochure will be
pbulished. An estimated 35,000 brochures brochures
containing the incorrect information ha':e already
been distributed.

In other developments· in the
Lance case Monday;·
· ;_Sen. Charles Percy ~aid where
was the "appearance of a coverup"
of Lance's problems early this year.
l'ercy, ranking Republican on the
Governmental Affairs Co111mittee
which voted to confirm Lance in
January, said" he based his. com- ·
ments on the past three days of
testimony on the Lane~ Affair.
"This has the appearance of a
covc;rup," he said, indicating he
was referring to officials in the
comptrollers office but may
broaden the charge Jater.
Federal examiners looking into
Lance's banking performance in
1975 and earlier took a dim view 6f
his administrative abilities, saying
he might be bet~er suited for public
relations work. ·
The Senate Governmental
Affair'S' Committee released 'excerpts from reports filed by
examiners in the Comptroller of the
Currency's Office based on studies
of Lance's activities when he
headed two Georgia banks.
Most of the excerpts were from
banking reports filed in 1975. Such
reports normally .are kept secret.
Lance is a "very weak administrator and executive officer.
He in his own way succumbs to
outside pressures regarding the
abandonment of sound banking
procedures and practices," one
examiner
wrote. who checked on
An examiner
Lance's activities when he headed
the National Bank of Georgia in
Atlanta offered another critical
assessment.
"He is outwardly well regarded
b k'
·I
d h'hl

.

,,

<·;'

·

. ' r~:rue!~~~::fi~:~Ji~ b~~~i!~~;~~~.

policies,"' the examiners' report
said.
''His banking experience,
however, has been limited to
various capaci~ies with (the
Calhoun Bank). Mr. Lance is not
const'dered a capable lend_ ing offleer, and will hopefully limit his
. efforts
more
to . business
Demos campaign workers said the error was made development and public relations
when campaign information was compiled.
·functions."

The statement released by Fleisher said the brochure
should have stated that Demos was a master's candidate in the public administration program at UNM.
Demos did graduate work for two years, completing
an estimated 40 hours. He subsequently "left ·the
program to attend law school at Georgetown
University in Washington D.C. ,

.
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·'Maid M.ounts Three- Wheeler
only by the male officers during
special events such as basketball
and football games.

• .1

L~rraine Brown said Cox asked
her last week it' she would"like to
ride the motorcycle during her
·duties on the North campus. She
said yes, saying she thought "it
·.would be nice to ride through her
. duty area because it involves
traveling some distance to cover the
North Campus parking lots.
~.Brown

j

The UNM Police own two 1966
Harley-Davidson motorcycles and
until now, they have been ridden

By ROBERT ALMY
LOBO StarfWriler
The UNM Police are considering
the use of three-wheeled motorcycles for some of their meter-maid
·
. personell.

Berry Cox; director of Police and
Parking Services said, "We ~re
studying the feasibility of our
· parking-enforcement officers using
the three-wheeled motorcycle in
certain areas where a lor of
!ravel_ing is done."

1

I

trained . Tuesday and
Wednes~ay last Week at the parking
.
.
.
LOBO photfJ by R•chHI Dixon
lot by the Arena _s>n th~ south
UNM meter maid Lomline Brown hurnes along on her three-wheel motorcycle,, with a sharp eye
campus. Thursday.and,Fnday o.f· . t ft .. •111 sJI·. llrked'tout-whulsutos.
last week were her fJTst two days on ou ot:.l. eg Y P
her own.
wheeled motorcyCle. Brown, who wheeled motorcycle is getting used feret'tt than the two-wheel models.
It makes· flat rurns and doesn't
She now perfonns her parking has ridden her two sons' motor- to the; third wheel.
lean, It ·has a larger turning radius
'enforcement duties of the ·North cycles many times said, "The most
and
even has a reverse gear.''
"This motorcycle is a lot difcampus parking lots on the three· difficult part of riding the three•

Brown, ·who has 16 years experience in police work, has
covered the parking lots on the
North campus by foot for the last
three years. She said, "It sure
makes it easier on my feet.

,.·.
,;
.,

Brown said she is able to check
the dirt parking lot north of the
medical school at least once an
hou~
;,
'\

"I no~ have the time tb drive
through the rows of cars in the free
parking lots on the North Campus. :•
A tif!tive of Albuquerque, she
wears a helmet during her duty
hours on the mototcycle even
though it is not required by law
now. ''It gets a little bit warm but it
is·better to wear it than hot," she~
said. ''It is a little bit on the heavy
side.';
•
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Plucked From Atlantic

. ~Get it Your Way' More Input Needed
lh' Special Section. Overpass Plan Pending

'~IJJ~(1lU

Balloonists Blow It

t:!IJ!7~t~

.D

0

REYKJAVIK,
Iceland
b
(UPI)-Two
Albuquerque,
N.M,
'<;
fliers
trying
to
be
the
first
to
cross
Cl
the Atlantic in a balloon splashed
0
down in cold, wind-whipped waters
'5" off
Iceland Monday, defeated by
2:
;>
bad weather more than 800 miles
v
their European goaL
z from
Maxie Anderson, 44, and Ben
Abruzzo, 47 missed a tr.y at landing
" on
the northwest tip of Iceland
0.
"' before
their silver-and-black baloon
named "Double Eagle" dropped
into the lsafjardardjup, a 50-mile...]

>
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'the New Mexico Dally Lobo is publisht.'<.l

Mo"ndtty tllrough Fridn)' every regular week

of the University year and weekly during the
summer session py the Board of Student
Publications of thc Uuivcr,dty of New Mexico,
and Is not fJnanclnlly usoocciafL>d with UNM.
Stocond dn.'>!i postnge JHtid at Albuqul!rcjue,
New Mexico 87131, Subscripllon ratq Is
$10,00 for the ucndemle:ycur.
The opfnlom expressed on tJw cdlt~rial
pages of The Daily Lubo nrc those of ttl1c
author solei>'• Unsl~ned opinion Is thut of the
editorial bourd of The Dally Lobo, Nothing
printed in The Duil)' Lobo nct'c!>sarily
represents th(l views: of the Unh·crslty of New
Mcxk'O,

long inlet of the Denmark Strait, 17
miles from shore.
A U.S. Navy helicopter snatched
the men out of the water and flew
them to Reykjavik for a checkup,
but American military spokesmen
said both fliers appeared to be in
good condition. The gondola of
their craft was equipped to float on
the ocean surface.
Anderson and Abruzzo, who set
out Frid(l.y night from Marshfield,
Mass., did not set either distance or
endurance marks in their. flight,
although it lasted almost 65 hours
and covered more than 2,000 miles.

speed," a radlo operator. said at the
City Isafjoerdur.
The ballooni&ts, who had hoped
to re<1ch Europe by Thursday-they .
said they would be satisfied with a ·
landing anywhere in France,
Germany or Scandinavia-ran into
difficulties Sunday when adverse
weather patterns kept .them.looping
in circles over Greenland.
They used up most of the ballast
used to regulate the Double Eagle's
altitude and early Monday radioed
a "mayday" distress signal: "Have
to land ·on the ocean sometime
today, All right at the momeqt but
getting short of fuel,"

American Ed Yost, 57, who
splashed down 250 miles east of the
Azores last Oct. 10, has come the
closest to achieving the transAtlantic flight that has been the
The helium baloon Double
dream of dozens of airmen. Yost Eagle, carried a gondola stocked
traveled 2,500 miles from his with food, emergency survival
launching point on the Maine coast equipment and air and surface
and stayed aloft more than 107 radio equipment which can float.
hours in his bid to make the record
books.
The navy base at Keflavik,
Storm winds sent t~ Double Iceland, sent a P-3 Orion search
Eagle veering away from Iceland's plane, a C.J30 Hercules rescue
north west tip as ·Anderson and plane and a Jolly Green Giant
Abruzzo tried at least to end their helicopter out to track the balloon
journey with a landing on solid across the rough- north Atlantic
waters between Greenland and
ground.
Iceland. High winds in the area
Sailors abroad fishing boats and whipped waves up to 14 feet high,
Icelandic. Coast Guard vessels spokesmen saki.
·
tracking the Americans "saw the
baloon glide past them at i)igh
The helicopter, which refueled in
the air to keep in close touch with
the American fliers, tracked the
Double 'Eagle as it gradually
descended the last mile to the
surface and splashed down at ·5:10
· p.m. local time.
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Now Open Daily!
Complete Xeroxing,
Ditto & Mimeographing
Photo Processing

ASUNM Duplicating Center

KENT, Ohio-The 6th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals officially
reopened the seven-year-old Kent
State shootings case Monday,
ordering a new trial in a ~46 million

HAYA'r SHALOM

~ecorded Message
Phone 296·8568

. -

BIG BOY

FAMILY RESTAURANTS
BIG BOY
COMBO
Complete With
Salad and Fries

HOT

FUDGE
CAKE
51.15 Central NE • 1528 Eubank NE
2100 Menaul NE · 6613 4th St. NW
552 Coronado Center N E
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OFFI:R EXPIRES 9/30/77

WASHINTGTON-The administration Mon'day ag11in served
notice on Israel iind the Arabs that the planned Geneva Conference on
peace in the ·Middle East can only take place, and succeed, with
Palestianian participation.
_
"To be lasting, a (Middle East) peace agreement must be positively
supported by all of the parties to the conflict, including the
Palestinians," said State Department spokesman Hodding Carter IlL

i.

Student Handbook
Guide for Lost Curios
A new student handbook called the UNM Pathfinder listing information
on everything from absences to the Women's Center is being issued for
lost, confused or curious stu\lents.
The handbook is free and can be found in the New Mexico Union, the
UNM Bookstore, Bandelier Hall, Mesa Vista Hall and any advisory center.
The UNM Pathfinder has been out only a week du.e to complicatiDns, but
Karen Glaser·, deah of students, said the committee will try to have next
year's book out prior to fall registration.
The UNM Pathfinder was put together as a joint effort by a committee
composed of people from the office of the dean of students, ASUNM and
the Graduate Student Association. It aims to inform students about school
policies and activities.

Nuclear Wastes Accumulate
WASHINGTON-A congressional report said Monday that even if
all nuclear activities were halted, the United States would be faced
with
major radioactive waste disposal problem because of waste
accumulated for decades.
Thousands of tanks· of waste-many toxic for as long as 250,000
years-were put in temporary storage facilities over the past 30 years.

a

Carter's Reversable Briefcase
WASHINGTON-Atty. Gen. Griffin Bell said Monday President
Carter has approved "the concept" of a proposed Justice Dept. brief
, on a reverse discrimination case before the Supreme Court.
The Justice Dept. brief is believed to support a claim that a rigid
racial quota violates the constitutional rights of Whites, but supports
t)le use of race as a factor in deciding the eligibility of student applications.

By DONALD SANDOVAL

'Crush' Campaign Waged
ADDIS ABABA., Ethiopia- Cheered on by tens of thousands of
chanting supporters, Ethiopian Leader Mengistu Haile Mariam
Monday vowed his troops will "fight and crush" Somali foes in the
southern desert provinces.
·
The Ethiopians claim they have been invaded by Somali troops and
last week broke off diplomatic relations with Somalia because of the
contin ued.fighti ng.

COPIES
Overnight
3%cea
4csameday
No Minimum

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268.8515

were sucessful Monday in winning a·
re-trial.
"We conclude that the plaintiffs
(shooting victims) are entitled to a
new trial because the verdict was
returned by a jury, at least one of
whose members had been
threatened and assaulted during the
trial by a person interested in its
outcome,.. the appellate court
ruled.
· Although Rhodes and National
Guard officials again will be
defendants in a new trial, the
, appellate court threw out all
charges against White, reasoning
that as Kent State University
president he had no control over
guardsmen.
Concluded the appeals court in
ordering the new trial, "these cases
essentially present the question of
whether excessive force was employed in attempting to deal with a
civil disturbance."
The court said the "basic issue"
to be resolved is the "appropriateness of the response of
state officials and National Guard
members" to quell the anti-war
deinonstrations, which had included the burning of a campus
ROTC building a few days earlier.
"The tragic results of that
(guard-demonstrator)
confrontation are well known,'' said'
the court, referring to the 13-second
barrage of bullets fired by guardsmen at the protestors. The
question of Whether the guardsmen
needed to fire their weapons has
been debated ever since the incident.
Officials in Rhodes' office said
the governor would have no im·
mediate statement regarding
Monday's court actions.
In the gymnasium issue, tha,
appellate court tossed out two
requests to halt construction of the
controversial building.
·

In Portales, the counselor
LOBO Staff Writer
"forgot" and didn't have anything
The College of Nursing (CON) scheduled, Martinez said.
has received a $93 ,000 grant from
Martinez said that at Lagunathe Depariment of Health, Acoma High School, the counselor
Education and Welfare to continue wouldn't allow a recruitment drive
its minority recruitment program.
because she said students at the
Lorraine Valdez, director of the school didn't score high enough in
program, said the grant is for a one- ACT tests to attend UNM. Valdez
.
year extensiOn.
said this wasn't true because ACT
In addition to recruitment drives, test scores were only used to place
the money will be used for coun- · students and not to gain admittance
seling and tutoring minority toUNM.
nursing students, she said.
"The counselor was making the
Recruitment drives are carried' decision Tor the students,'.' said
out in high schools, health centers, Valdez.
community sponsored events and
It's also· unfair to place a
colleges and universities throughout student's future on one test, she
the state.
added.
Laura Martinez, former director
From
1965-69,
minority
of the. program, said the·drives are graduates in the nursing school
received very well in most states but numbered one or two a year. Since
.that in the high schools of this state, 1971, the year the recruitment
that is not the case.
program started, that figure has
An example Martinez said, is in steadily increased. Last May, 28
Roswell where one of the high minority students graduated from
schools wouldn't allow recruiting CON.
during school hours. And since an
organized program needs to be setup for a recruitment drive, one was
not possible.

.

-

Air Bag Bill Passage Urged

suit filed by parents of the victims
against Ohio Gov. James A.
Rhodes and others.
But, in another decision on a
current matter of controversy, the
Cincinnati court refused to block
construction of a gymnasium on the
campus near the site of the
shootings. Angry protestors have
been demanding all summer that
the gym be replaced by a national
historical monument.
The general contractor hired to
build the gym said Monday his
crews will begin moving onto the
campus to begin construction
"sometime this week."
Both matters stem from the May
4, 1970, shooting deaths of four
students by Ohio National
Guardsmen ordered onto campus
by Rhodes to quell an anti· Vietnam
war protest.
Parents of the four students,
along with nine persons wounded
by t)le gunfire, went to court in
Cleveland two years ago, seeking
$46 million in damages from
Rhodes, former Kent State
President Robert White and
guardsmen. A 15·week trial
resulted in jury acquittals for all the
defendants.
During the past two years, the
victims have been working on a
massive appeal of . the case, and

By ROBERT LEE
or on Lomas at Stanford,
hold public hearings before such
LOBO Staff Writer
Hillerman said.
•onstruction
could
begin,
The human desire for con"The heaviest (pedestrian) use is
Hillerman
noted.
In
addition,
venience, and a CQnflict between at Lomas at Yale," he said. "But
geography and federal regulations . the grography there is such that it Hillcrman said, the Campus
are two of the problems facing the would mean· a 300-foot ramp for Planning Committee plans to hear
proposal to build a pedestrian wheelchairs."
student opinion on the location of
overpass on Lomas by the
Hillerman said Lomas at an overpass in the course of its
University.
'
Stanford gets less pedestrian hearings on the parking problem.
Tony Hiller man, asssistant. to traffic, but that there would be less
UNM President William Davis, of a problem building a wheelchair
~--------------------~
told the LOBO, "The city told the ramp there.
University architect that it had part
Hillerman also said, "There is
of the money available to build an some question in the minds of the
overpass, but that the University (Campus) Planning Committee
would have to come up with about whether the students would
$30,?00 to $35,0~."
use an overpass."
Hrllerman srud the overpass
Videotape studies done by the
would have to have a 16 foot - city trnasportation department
clearance ab'?ve street lt;vel, as well have shown that pedestriasns would
as wheel~harr access, m ~rder to rather dodge cars crossing the street
comply :vrth federal regulatrons.
than walk up stairs to use an
· The crty also told UNM that the overpass.
·
Coming Soon!
University would have to decide
Federal law requires the State
whether the overpass would be Highway Dept. to advertise and
build on Central, on Lomas at Yale . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
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Grant Aids Recruitment

Case Reopened

(across from Casa del Sol)

NEWM~ICO

U. S. Pleac;ls for Participation

WASHINGTON-President Carter's special consumer adviser
Monday urged Congress not to veto proposed regulations making air
bags or automatic seat belt systems mandatory on new cars starting in
1982.
The men's wives, who earlier said
The regulatipl\~ requiring automatic restra.int systems such as
they were "extremely confident"
air
bags or seat belts that wrap arotJnd a driver when the car door closes
about the succe,ss of the mission, ·
'would
be phased in during the 1982-84 model years unless Congress
kept a vigil in London.
passes a disaoproval resolution before Oct. 19.

Room 215 SUB 277·5528

Vi~S

ll

By •United Prew International

The LOBO staff. bestows ,the blessing of "The Better Burger''
before your very eyes in tomorrow's issue, More than 20 Albuquerque
burgers were tested by three of the LOBO's fast-food freaks in what
may turn out to be the largest collective case of heartburn in
gastro)lomic history. ·
Also, some valuable information· on restaurant cleanliness, and
more than you ever wanted to know about America's fast food eating
'
·
·
habits, will be found.
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Refund

(cont. from page 1J

• • •

birth-control and maternity guide
are the new pamphlets scheduled
for release.
PIRG staff member Jim Feeney,
who assembled the wood-burning
guide, said he initiate!/. the guide
because many students, especially
in the campus area, have fireplaces
and may not be aware of their
proper useage. "It's possible to
increase your gas bills by operating
a. fireplace," he explained.
• The birth·control and maternity
guide is a list' of organizations
providing, services and informatio.n
in those areas, and what fees, 1f
any, are charged. Deborah Shead,
who compiled the pamphlet's
information, said community
response to the ptoject has been
enthusiast.ic. The pamphlet will also
be translated into Spanish.

Minorities comprise 22 per cent
of the student body at the nursing
scl\ool.
Martinez does acknowledge that
the state's unique situation of
having a high percentage of
minority citizens is a factor ;,n
minority enrollment at CON.

7303 Montgomery
In the Executive
North Apartments
298-7624

Introducing the
Hand-Me-Up Calculators.
Even after you· graduate, Sharp Scientifics
still help you make the grade.
Choose the Sharv Scientific Calculator that's tailor-made for your college
·or professional studies. .
.
And that very same Sharp will prove
invaluable long after you graduate. The
reason? Sharp builds calculators so sophisticated, you never outgrow them. And

Bus Riders
Will Enter
Fair Free

the longer you use your Sharp, the more
you'll appreciate Sharp's world~famous
guality. What's more, every Sharp is
priced with your budget in mind.
In every way, it pays to get Sh~rp.

The Hand-Me-Up Calculators.

Bus riders will be admitted into
the New Mexico State Fair free of
charge this year. The State Fair
Commission agreed to this in an
effort to encourage the use of
alternative transportation to the
fair and to alleviate traffic
congestion around the fairgrounds.
The buses will run from 9 a.m. to
about midnight in the Winrock
area, but regular bus schedules will
not change.
'

lS-scientific functions, including

19 scientific functions: trig, log~.

log/trig. Memory. 8-digit scicn·

y to the x power, ex and

tifi:c notation. Batt~ries included.

10~

Elegantly thin. With leather·
grained wallet and memo pad. 21

Factorial key, square root, cube

scientific fUnctions, plus statisti·

root 1 and pi. BatterieS included.

cal functions. Batteries included.

I,

I

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
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Marron Hall
Room105

New slide-rule shape. Log/trig, degree conversion, memory.
10-digit scient ificnotation. Carrying case; batteries included.

or by mail to: . .
UNM Box20, UNM
AlbuqLterq1ue,NM

10-digit scientific notation. Log/
trig, pi, yx and c~ Hyperbolic
functions. Polar to rectangular
conversion. Batteries included.

•

I

......,

Over.25 scientific functions. Lin·
car equations, integration; quad·
ratic equations. AC adaptor/
charger and OOttcrics included.

Sharp Elcc
·. ' ,, p,·d·m
10 Keystone Place · ·• •·.•, N.f. lJJ'(,'J:! .
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La.wrence Women Era Ends

CJJ[pa~ aC!J~~

by Herbert Meredith Orrell

Editorial

With the passing of the Hon, Dorothy Brett on Aug. Many have written of the fascination he exerted on
27 at the age' of 93, nearly half a century after the both friend and foe-and he had plenty of foes, (He
death of her idoJ, D. H. Lawrence, the final curtain has still does. They are the ones who can't· stand him
descended on the drama of the three women- Brett, because he gets so close to the quick.) Aldous Huxley,
Frieda Lawrence, and Mabel· Dodge J,.uhan-who one of Lawrence's close friends and champions, wrote.
battled for lawrence's attentions during his sojourn in ·that merely to walk with Lawrence was to experience
the mountains of New Mexico from 1922 to 1925. All the adventure of seeing into worlds within worlds.
three outlived Lawrence himself, his wife Frieda
·
having died in 1956and Mabel in 1962.
BRETT WENT FARTHER than most, however,
farther
even than Frieda. She left her homeland to
In 1916, as an art student, Brett met Lawrence for
make
a
pilgrimage to America because she. believed in
the first time and was quickly drawn to him. Eight
him
unreservedly,
both as· a writer and a leaderyears later she proved to ba the only one of
a
role
which
Lawrence early arrogated unto
prophet,
Lawrence's friends ,and admirers with the gumption
himself
and
which
he
dealt
with again and again in his
and the adventurousness to follow him to the wilds of
fiction
and
one
which
even
Frieda, as much as she
New Mexico; where he hoped to set up his colony of
believed
in
him
as
an
artist,
could
not support. It was
kindred_ souls where "the only riches would be inBrett's
devotion
and
unqu.estioning
fidelity that irkec ·
tegrity of character."
Frieda to the point ihat 'she drov~ the high-born
ALTHOUGH AS A young woman Brett scoffed at , Englishwoman out of their lives. Only a few months
Victorian conventions, today she would scarcely serve after Lawrence, Frieda, and Brett arrived in America,
as a model for the emancipated woman Iher idolatrous Lawrence was writing Brett that they had better call it
attachment to lawrence would disqualify her) but it is quits.
only fair to add that many others besides Brett were
similarly attracted. As for Mabel, her determination to
Despite her painting, which is not lacking in inwin lawrence away from his wife has been well
terest, it is probably fair to say that Brett will be
documented by Emily Hahn, · although Hahn'a
aversion to lawrence as a human being tends to make remembered primarily for her ·association with
Lawrence. Her account of her pilgrimage with genius,
her accounts of. him untrustworthy.
Lawrence
and Brett,has recently been reissued. The
'
What, then, ·did these three women see in book is well worth reading but should be counLawrence, wjth his high-pitched voice and his violent terbalanced by both Frieda's and Mabel's accounts.
outbursts of temper? They saw genius, for one thing. For lawrence's version of these occasionally quixotic
With the publication of The Rainbow and Women in relationships, we must go to his letters and to fiction
Love Lawrence sprang to the very top rank of English such as St. Mawr, "The Princess," and "The Woman
Who Rode Away."
novelists, a post from which he is yet to hP. rlislorlgerl

Candidates Mum
About University
~

Believe it or not, the city mayoral and council elections are only four
Z weeks away and the only candidate with anything to say about the
UN M parking mess and problems with the city is JoAnn Eastham,
f,f
But even Mrs. Eastham is vague _about her commitment to these
c.. problems, saying she would get involved only if "the city is involved in
those problems,"
ACTUALLY. THE BLATANT ignoring of UNM by the candidates is
no surprise to veteran observers of city politics. City politicians regard
UN 1\11 as a necessary evil, but we don't know why..
UNM's Popejoy Hall is the state and the city's leading cultural center.
The city collects about $140,000 from campus-goers in parking ticket
fines.
Many Albuquerque businesses use the UNM Bureau of Business and
Economic Research and the Albuquerque Urban Observatory on
campus. The city council takes slight action on the parking situation on
south Central Ave.
UNM PROVIDES JOBS for thousands of Albuquerqueans in both
academic and blue c,ollar work and the economic impact on the city is
somewhere around $200 million. The best the city can .do for the
parking situation is appoint a task force to "study': the problem.
UNM sports events are the most heavily attended regular events in
the city providing entertainment for thousands of Albuquerqueans. The
city councillors (two of which are UNM professors) and the. mayor
haven't made an effort to help UNM in the legislature for years.
The University, a state institution, shouldn't really be getting involved
in local politics, but the time is long overdue for one of the candidates
to make a firm commitment to helping the University.
UNM PROVIDES A LOT for the city and gets very little in return.
The University intern program promised by Eastham is an excellent
step in the right direction. But longer strides are needed.
We would like to see the city offer some help in the University's
parking problem. First of all, the city could offer more shuttle buses to
UNM at a lower price.
THE CITY COULD also offer the same discount on individual bus
tokens to UNM students and faculty that it does to high school
students,. High school students can purchase tokens for 12% cents
each, while UNM students must pay full fare i.f they don't have a bus
·•
pass.
• Increased services such as Albuquerque police aiding UNM campus
police in the evening could help reduce theft on campus.
We don't have aU the solutions. That should be up to the candidates.
Candidates making firm commitments to UNM would receive a
substantial block of votes. And that's the biggest lure of all,
The silence is deafening.
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EDITORIALS: Unsigned edHOrlals represent a "maJority opinion of the LOBO editorial
board. _All other columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author and do
not necessarily reflect tQe view of the editorial board.
LF.TTEHS: Letters to the editor must be typed, and signed with the Author's name
stga~ture, address, and telephone number. letters to the editOr should be no Johger tha~
300 wor~s aU hough exceptions wiH be made 1f1he toplc warrants so. Only the name of the
author w11/ bEl printed and names will not be wlthhefd.
OPINIONS: Opinions must by t~ped and signed with the autho_r's name, slgrJa.ture, ad·
dres9 and 1~1ephone number. Oplnrons should be no lohger than 500 words. Only the name
of authnr will bo prmted and names will not be withheld.
•
All submissions become the property of the New Mexico Dally lOBO and wfH be edited
only fo~ lenoth or possibly Ubefous content. H any changes are made, the author will 'be con·
1at:ted 10 t:Hscusg changes.

sometimes do occur, but Agora
Editor:
tries
very hard to ensure complete
We feel compelled to respond to
confidentiality
for all people
Rachel Dixon's article, "Agora
contacting
us.
Her
presentation of
Tosses Out the Lifering." We have
these
situations
negates
our efboth been involved with Agora for
five years now, and to us its more forts.
One of the primary functions of
than a place full of "unmatched
Agora
is to try to break down
chairs" and "stained coffee
cups"
its atmosphere is com- "impenetrable walls between those
fortable, secure and open. Ms. who come 'in" to talk, and those
Dixon is a former volunteer, and we who are there to listen. Agora's
think she tried to communicate purpose is not, as Ms. Dixon imwhat it is like to work at Agora. plies, to teach fear or alienation.
Unfortunately, the view she Those feelings of mistrust wol!ld
presented is misleading.
defeat the seven years of volunteer
Our strongest objection to her efforts aimed at building UNM's.
article is her use of the names crisis center into a caring, em"Alfredo" and '.'Ted". The article pathetic place.
gives the impression that the names
Volunteers come and go for
·presented are real; in fact, many, reasons
some volunteers
however, they are fictitious. We do handle Agora differently than
not deny that situations such as others. The majority of us,
those Ms. Dixon presented however, are not shrinks-in-training

OVER THE SUMMER we have had one senator resign and another
submitted his resignation at the last Senate meeting .. Two candidates
also have withdrawn from the original six that were declared eligible for.
the two runoff seats.
·
The Attorney General, in an opinion solicited by a senator, stated
that because the runoff election had not been held the spring general
was not over and that the two seats open through resignation could be
included in the runoff election. This yelds the supposed four candidates
and four vacancies. The Attorney General then proposed that the
senate essentially appoint these candidates to the existing vacancies as
there would not be any contest if an election were held, and also citing'
the precedent of President Ross Perkal appointing James Nez to the
Senate.
Neither of th~ resigned seats were on the original ballotfor the spring
election. It seem questionable to assume that the resigned seats could
be part of a runoff election in w'hich the candidates and the positions
'open have been previously declared. Nor could they be construed as
having been part of the general election since they were never oh the
ballot and the general election was over with the court's original ruling
last spring calling for the runoff due to special circumstances. It also
seems unfair to fill the vacancies without opening them to the student
body at Ia rae for candidates.

Nursing Upgrades

""
z

Editor:
nursing block was divided into four
It is very often that one hears separate.three hour classes. Clinical
from students, gripes concerning time was scheduled more effaculty or the degree program. It ficiently, along with the allowance
was at about this time last year the for more patient contact hours.
College of Nursing at UNM was up
In general, the BSN rpogram has
to its elbows in complaints and come a long way since last fall. The
verbal wars, and junior and senior Level I faculty must. be comstudents were pitched on the edge memorated for this huge acof frustration due to the uncertainty complishment. In my opinion, the
of the program, changing program is as hard as it always was;
requirements and overall chaos in but it's a program that I am 11ery
the college.
proud to be a part of. Level I
Someone, in the midst of all the faculty ... Thanks I
chaos, heard the students and saw
Mary Caroline Wade
there was a definite need to
"revmap" the program which leads
to a Bachelor of Science degree in
Nursing. The "levels" a junior or
Overnight
senior student has to progress
•hrough to graduate were rewritten'
.or thosegraduate were rewritten
' No Minimum '
for those junior level I students
entering this fall. The twelve hour
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515
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Editor:
Professor Dowling's second
column on the two-week drop
period (Sept: 6) is far more convincing than his first. But I still have
serious reservations about his
theory of education. He continues
to ignore the responsibilities of the
classroom teacher, which makes·
me fear that he is approaching the
problem of educational excellence
from the wrong angle.
My first objection to his column
is that he ignores the fact that
teachers have the right to assign a
grade of F to a student who drops
after the fourth week, Thus when a
student drops a class out of
laziness, he does not necessarily
receive a "gold-plated W.'' I have
no objection to a teacher's
assigning a, g_rade ofF to a droppi,ng
student whb has shown bad faith; I
have done it myself.
What really distresses me is Mr.
Dowling's
assumption
that
demanding teachers face empty
classrooms. Why then does one of
the most demartding teachers in
Mr. Dowling's and my department
~ave full classes semester after
in courses with ex. difficult material? The

The LOBO has managed to come Up with a third position, as expressed in their editorial of last Tuesday, that bears little relation to
what has been occuting. One can only wish that the blissfully ignorant
were not quite so.
Thestudentcourt did not rule that there were four runoff vacancies
last spring as stated in the editoriaL The court ruled on only two seats,
I AGREE THAT the Election Commission could hold the election
they described in the editorial but I dislike the implication, for which an
apology should be· forthcoming, that
the
commission could not
handle any other election, when the commission has not even been
officially filled and has no holdovers from previous commissions. Don't
condemn us before we even start.

a

1

. I

•

•

o

answer is obvious. She is an ex-·
cellent teacher who makes the
effort required in her classes worthwhile. I ·believe that we must
assume that students do put forth
effort in their classes when they
believe that the educational
rewards are commensurate with
their efforts!

I do not believe that the example
I mentioned is unique to the English
department. 1 do licit believe that
the best teachers in this university
face empty classrooms, and until
someone convinces me that they
do, 1 will will not accept the twoweek drop period as conducive to
better education at U,NM.

•

11

mad" or who is "homesick';, but

only that the challenge is to learn
more about ourselves and others.
We could go on for pages about
misconception9,
precautions,
abuses, feelings ••• What is
essential to get across, however, is
that we aren't all-knowing,
cassette-wielding
junior
psychologists, nor are we a mass of
cringing, hearing but not listening,
game
playing
masochistic
strangers. Simply, we are interested in being available,
responsive, empatheric, coffeecup-staining people.
Barba lee Blair
William Sypowicz

If .educational excellence has its
source in the classroom teacher,
then the teacher must bear the
responsibility of creating a commitment to learning in. his or her
students. A two week drop period
can't do this. All it can do is make
sure that those students who are
not serious about an educatioh will
seek out the "gut " courses and
thus will never be exposed to the
delights of intellectual rigor. I prefer
to accept my responsiblility as a
teacher: I prefer to be forced by my
ideals to be a demanding teacher
and to be forced by my students'
freedom to be a vitally interesting
one.
Linda Van Buskirk

'Mexico's m01t famoiU name b Jlmerica'• ma.l
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or doctors busily probing the
"madnesses" of man. Through
Agora we try to learn not to make oL
assumptions; we cannot say who is 'T'

Empty Classrooms Aren't

THE TWO RUNOFF vancancies having been dealt with by the court
order for an election leaves only the two resigned seats to consider.
According to Article VII, section 4, paragraph A of the constitution if
there are fewer than four vacancies they shall be left vacant until the
next general election. Unless two more senators resign there will not be
a special election to fill any resigned seats. .
.
·

As. it turns out ~II four seats are due for election in the upc~ming
e_Ject1on as they exp1re at that time along with six other seats.
Finally, there are not all the rules that the LOBO implies. That is the
problem. We have a bare bones election code that is good as far as it
goes. The only thing it covers really is an uncontested uncomplicated
general election, The. Elections Commission will hop~fully be able to
P.rese~t the Senate with some recommendations to help remedy the
Situation,

~

.Objects to Agora Article

The student court, in a hearing last Friday, about ·an injunction on the
Senate barring them from swearing in the four candidates on the basis
of the attorney general's opinion, decided that ·the· runoff election.
would take place as. stated in t~eir previous order wlth only the two
runoff seats. The resigned seats to be left vacant until the next general
election as provided by the constitution.

by Garry Trudeau
lOB,., ~~1 '!orial Staff;
,- ;l;tt• :· .:.hief: Tim Gallagher
~-· l"l~(.. ·.•1 Editor: Rebekah Szymanski
'.J..:: .m: t-::.!llor: Dol6res Wood

by Tom Goodgame
Election Commission Chair
Once again in ASUNM we have a cwnflict between the easy way and
the right way. Fortunatelyitappearsthatthingswillbe done the right
way.
Since the general election last spring there have been two vacancies
in Senate. The student court, in a ruling last spring, ordered a runoff
election between six candidates for two seats to be held during the
second or third week of this fall semester due to a lack of time
remaining in the spring semester.

by 'Tommy Woolf
No more myths, I said. Yet waiting for the light to turn green, stuck
in a traffic jam in Salt Lake City at 5 o'clock in the atternoon, I found
myself .reading a red and white license plate-Land of Enchantment,
New Mexico. I began dreaming brilliant light, open spaces, mavericks
running free. Land of Enchantment. Second chance. New life. And
·
more light. And more light.
I was dull. I admit it. My imagination was mumbling, trying to muffle
the sound of engines idling restlessly. Hundreds of engines before, me,
hundreds of engines behind me, all nervously waiting on a red light.
The license plate in front was a neon light, flashing, land of Enchantment, New Mexico. I could s_ee my carpentry tools hanging in a closet,
neglected, in a small adobe shack. I could feel dazzling sunlight startle
my eyes. I could hear mysertious voices cry from an endless surrealistic
horizon. I could see Pat Garett and Billy the Kid, riding together, as
friends. Open spaces. Mavericks running free.
A horn honked. Maybe twenty horns honked. No cars were left in
front of me. Just an open road. An open road.
Five o'clock in the afternoon in the Land of Enchantment. The kid is
sitting in his office, ~oused in a structure designated "Humanities"
Building. looking out a third story window, he sees a grey clouded
sky.
land of Enchantment. A book on Johnny Edwards is opened on his
desk. A divine and supernatural light. The kid looks at his watch. He
thinks. of lorca. It's exactly five o'clock in the afternoon. Walking
across the road of the neighboring building, the kid sees a boy bringing
a white sheet. A frail of lime is ready, prepared at five o'clock in the
afternoon. No. I will NOT see it.
No more myths, I said. Yeh. Now the dove and the'leopard wrestle.
The kid still'looks from his window. His third story window. land of
Enchantment.

Right Way Wins
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iColo.rado State University.Rams
-~

Preview By
JON TUTTLE
!;::
LOBO Sports Writer
Each year, the coaches of,WAC
""" football teams get together with
members of the media and say, "I

~

z
l

. ASK
-ANYONE
WHO KNOWS

sincerely believe this team can make
a serious bid for a spot in the Fiesta
Bowl" Each year, most of those
coaches finish the season with an,
"I wonder what went wrong?"
look on their face and grin
sheepish!)' as they say, "Willi, gee,
1-10 isn't that bad."
This year, you'll hear Colorado
State University coach Sark
Arslanian make that same initial
claim-again, but this year there's
something to it.

Daily Lobo
Subscriptions
Sl Ooo Summer
full year plus the
Session
Marroo Hall131
or by mail to:

UNMBox20
Univof N.M.
Alb., NM 87131
•

FREE!!!

The UNM Pathfinder
Answers to "ever-ything" can he found in
YOUR Student Handbook
Pick one up at:
ASUNM Office, SUB
Dean of Students Office, Mesa Vista
GSA Office, SUB
Student Activities Center, SUB
Student Information Center, SUB
UNM Bookstore

STUDYING IS YOURS
COOKING IS OURS

If you think eating at
The College Inn is the same
old institutional stuff . . .

TRY US!!

..

Free dinner to interested UNM
students. Call 243-2881 for a
dinner reservation.
Offer limited and may be
withdrawn at any time.

303 Ash St. NE

The

College
IDO

243-2881

303 Ash St. NE
243-2881

Things look good. Last year's
The offense is off to a goou start, the tight end and another All-WAC
defensive coordinator Charley obviously enough. "Things," says honorable mention, and Dennis
Armey, who built that CSU defense Armey, "will only get better .. ,"
Freeman. Neither were starters
into one of the nations b~st, has
Taking over the helm at defense before, but both have solid
taken over the offense thts· year.
-replacements on hand for depth.
There he'll have quarterback Dan
Linebackers Kent Campbell and
Graham, a senior and returning
Dana Isoline will fill the spots on
starter, healthy and ready to head a
the outside. Isoline, who earned
new multiple-T set-up in lieu oflast
two letters in back-up roles at the
years V. Graham, according to the
middle linebacker slot, moved to
1977 game plan, should be passing , ·
the weak side. Campbell, who at 6the ball more tbis year, and he's
3, 226 pounds nailed opposing
looking forward to it.
ballcarriers 19 times unassisted last
"Going to the pass more will give
year, nins a swift 4. 740 yard dash.
us a better all-around offense this
Between them will be middle
linebacker Mark Nichols, who until
. year.'' he noted; "Throwing the
ball all winter long really helped me
this year played defensive end. Both
Henington and Nichols are enwith my passing skills."
Graham will have some solid
thusiastic about the switch.
targets to throw to this year. Wide
Cornerbacks Cliff ·Featherstone
receiver Mark R. Bell, 5-9, 171 lb.,
and also a '76 starter,. snared 17
and Dupree Branch will add the
receptions for 268 yards last year.
speed, and probably some exHe is back and healthy. At tight
citement to the CSU defense.
end will be returning letterman
Featherstone' had 25 unassisted
Mark E. Bell, no relation to the
stops
last year, and runs the 40 in
wide receiver·, but.sure to add some
4.42.
Branch, who last year
confusion.
returned
an interception 47 yeards
Behind them, in the backfield,
for
a
touchdown,
is a step faster at
are two '76 All-WAC honorable·
4.35.
mentions, Ron Harris, who is third
on CSU's all time rushing list, and
STATE UNIVERSITY
Finally, junior Ricky Harr, who
Mark Davis, who with 845 yards led
started last year and collected 37
the team in rushing last year. will be Scott Henington, who unassisted tackles, seems to have
Additional push will be added by joined the staff last March; "We nailed down the safety position,
soph Norris Jones, who can cover have a real good defensive team," while soph Chris Parise should have
40 yards in 4.4 seconds.
he said. "It's basically the same as the strong safety slot, adding a
Experience is the word for the last year's.'' Indeed, nine starters good deal of.depth to the defense.
Ram Line. Starter and All-WAC from that squad return this year.
At defensive ends will be two
tackle Steve Cyphers, 6-2 and 252
The Rams will begin that
lbs. will be back, along with Kelly leftovers and All-WAC honorable campaign on October I , against
Jondle. Sandwiched between them mentions, AI Baker, 6-6, 259 Utah, and on October.22 will host
will be another returner, center pounds, and Woodrow Carter. UNM.
Wade Troxell, small but not to be Baker led the team in tackles for
dealt with lightly. Both guards, Jim losses last year with 17 for 97 yards
Put it all together and what have
you got? A team that can make a
Reid and Steve Anderson, who runs lost.
At the tackle positions will be serious bid for a spot in the Fiesta
the 40 in 4.8, started last year and
will be there again.,-_ _ _ _ __:_t':.:."o:...::j:::.u::.ni::o.::r•:....:.:M:::i:.:.ke::..:.B::el::.l,:...:.b:.:ro:::t:.:.he:::r_o:.:f:__.::B.::o.::w.:...- - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . , _

Hatti.s Plays to Appteciative Fans
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
In the second set he played his
Woody Harris drew a small, but song, "I Greet the Crow in the Pink
very appreciative, audience to the · Thunderbird," whiie wearing an
Subway Station last Friday night. elaborate hand-made crow mask
Using two steel six-strings and a complete with an enormous beak
Hawaiian guit'ar, he charmed and aerial goggles.
listeners through a two-hour long
and a esthetically-full sets that
It isn't often that someone in
covered his self-styled, classical- Woody Harris' position can be seen
blues music.
in Albuquerque. Harris is beyond
the coffee house cir<;uit, yet it will
Harris opened almost every song be a while before he can fill
(most s._elf-penned) with the per- Popejoy. Since his music must be
sonal story or anecdote which listened to, bars are out of the
inspired the composition, thus question.
giving the audience the visual
J
images that corresponded with the
music. The stories and his light and
This leaves a conspicuous void in
easy stage presence full of off-beat Albuquerque's ability to present a
humor gave his music the wide range of music. Last Friday
animation that can only be· night the Subway Station filled this
imagined on his records.
gap beautifully with Woody Harris.
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Dnve. ffinson nnd bnsslst Gernld Johnson

Stnts Come Out
By DANIEL GIBSON
With pink rain falling over the
Sandia and lightning working its
way across the western horizon, the
first of three bands began a night of
exceptionally good music before
5470 high-spirited fans last Friday.
•
The first group Rare Earth
kicked off the nocturnal open-air
concert with an energy-packed
opening. The second act, Elvin
Bishop, picked the show up from
where the first left off and carried
•the crowd further along the merry
trail. But, for most of the people
there, the best was yet to come.
'
Half of the audience was standing as the old virtuoso Dave
Mason took command of the stage
with his 12-string and lead guitars,
valuable lyrics and haunting rhythms for the final act.

-

Lobo Coaching Staff Mini Profile

·coach Gil Bartosh·
Def. Coordinator
Defensive coordinator Gil
Bartosh, in his first year with the
Lobo football program, comes to
UNM after stepping down from th~
head coaching position at conference foe, Texas-EI Paso.
· Bartosh took over the UTEP
head iob in 1974 after a vear as an

Next year
you could be on
a scholarship.
An Air Force ROTC two-year scholarship pays
your tuition and gives you $100 a month al·towance. And it picks up the tab for bo~ks and lab
fees, as well.
After ·college, you'll receive a commission in the
•
Air Force ... go on to additional, specialized
training ... as you ·get your start as an Air Force
officer. There'll be good pay and responsibility,
and. lots of Other benefits ... and a great opportunity 1? serve your country.
It all starts right here - in college -· in the Air
Force ROTC. Look us up •.. see what we have to
offer, and show us what you can offer In return.
CG 1-tact; i he Dep"rtrnent of AeroSf'dCe Studies
1901 Las Lorna" N.E 277-4230·

Air Force ROTC

offensive assistant at Texas A&M.
At UTEP, Bartosh took over a
team that had been 0-11 in 1973.
In his first year as Miner head
mentor, UTEP went 4-7 for the
season, upsetting WAC champ
Arizona State. Bartosh was named
WAC Co-Coach of the Year.
The new Lobo defensive back-. ,
field coach was a legendary
quarterback at Texas Christian
Unlv. Bartosh was All-Southwest
Conference in 1950 as TCU's signal
caller. In 1952, Bartosh led TCU
into fhe Cotton Bowl against
Kentucky. Bartosh was a four-year
letterman at quarterback and was
selected for induction into TCU's
Athletic Hall of Fame.
Bartosh then entered coaching in
1956 as an assistant coach at Austin
High in Houston. In 1961, he
joined the staff at Rice .Univ. as
offensive
backfield coach and
offensive coordinator. His 1967
squad led the SWC in total offense.

•

Mason, interspersing old songs
with newer material, carried the
show on till the midnight curfew.
His first song was one of his vintage
classics "World in Changes.'' On
this set, the people in front of me
were· jumping like water in a hot
skillet.

At You." The air was cool, blowing
Mason's hair lightly as he sang,
"So someone's calling out to
you/that's what life is for.''' The
. song almost lost direction half"::ay
through but Mason returned on
course with his rough voice and
pulled it through. The audience
bob be~ along like ocean swells.

Covered
Ma~ers

Concert
photos by

w

Blood
Plasma

•

Donor Center
~am

to 5pm
· Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

84.2-6991

of Hand Made

Indian Jewelry

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
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The Hendkeeper

the stage. Back it came for "Bring
It on Home to Me" and a final song
where the band joined hands before o1.. •
disappearing behind the stage for or •
good.

George Gesnef

As with Mason's set, the trouble
with Elvin Bishop's set was that he
didn't play enough. He did play
of his oldies & rowdies, like
several
Watchtower.''
"Fooled Around and Fell in
Mason's bassist Gerald Johnson Love", and "Struttin' My Stuff',
The new Dave Mason single "We (who appeared in Albuquerque but mixed his act up with several
Just Disagree.'' written by his years back with the Steve Miller blues songs, such as "Little Brown
guitarist Jim Krueger swept cleanly Band) rocked on his feet like a viper Bird.'' Bishop strutted his stuff
under a bowed cowboy hat and
off the green of the stadium and before the flute.
open shirt, the boy-man devil
into the bleachers.
himself. Singer Mickey Thomas
The crowd still hadn't heard showed the audience his 50's style,
The crowd was jolted again by
the third song, "Look At Me, Look enough as the five-piece band left powerful voice was in top shape
bending his voice to the extreme.
Rare Earth sho.wed exceptional
enthusiasm in their set, and even
through few people were familiar
with Rare Earth's newest album,
they were surprised by what they
heard. With the addition of two
new members, the group played a
tight set capped by "I Just Want To
Celebrate.''

Today is the last day for entries
in mens anc\ womens tennis singles,
mens and womens golf singles ahd
co-ree golf doubles. Entries are also
due today for all teams planning on
entering the noon hour volleyball
league.

-

Earn $15.00a week
Donate Twice Weekly

..,.,.agon

The stage master Mason earned
on through the songs, "Share Your
Love" spiced with funky rhythms, "Show Me Some Affection"(l'm a person not trpurse·. ; . ·show
yourself affection, give yourself
direction, you know you're my
connection)-'' H,ead keeper",
"Lucille", "Let it Go, Let it Flow"
and Dylan's "All Along the

1-M Deadlines·

~
:;

~
~

The folks who brought you

-fl
of!

The Renters Guide
The Child Care Guide
The Market Basket Survey
The Birth Control Handbook
The Cost Of Education Survey

<(3

~

j!

twill give a $2 refund check .to any student
or who does not wish to be a NMPIRG member -v
at the SUB TICKET OFFICE between 9 am & ~
5 pm oeginning Mon., Sept. 19 Thru Fri.~
l)o Sept. 30 UNM Student ID Required
~
~

**
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t********************t
Total
Experience
20°/o OFF
Haircut and Style
And Body
Wave
With

Student
ID

The night air set the mood for an
excellent concert.

.;:*****************
.
*
~ SEPTEMBER ~

COPIFS3'12t..
Overnight

ASK
ANYONE
WHO KNOWS

Do You Need
. Cash?

· .;:

SPECIAL

:;

.Star Barber Shop

.;:~

.:_

KINKO'S

~

No Minimum

2312 Cent. SE·268-8515

.
Johnny Vernnzzn, Elvin Bishop nnd ffilckey Thomns

Free Hair Analysis
20%Discounton,K.B.D.
.;:
Hair Care Products
3007 Monte Vista 255-0571

t*
*

**
*~

t
t
t***************.t

Put Your Best Head Forward With A New Look.
20% Off Regular Price With Your student ID ,
Total Experience In The First Plaza Ga/eria
3rd and Tijeras
243-7'l71
And Now Our New Location To Serve You
2403 San Mateo N.E. 268-4301
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~907.

PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION J,D, photos, Lowest
prices in town. Fast; pleasing. Cull 265-2444 or
comcto1717GiraruNE. 9/30
·
ACCVRATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
tracepti()n, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294·0171. 12/3
FOOT REFLEXOLOGY. Christine Jensen.
Donation, 242-7613. 9/16
PARTY!!? LargcSI disco& rock sound system in New
· Mexico. Wide selection .of music & D,J. Great for
frat/sor parties! Caii292-06Jl.. 9/14
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, Sept, 6th to Leigh Matthew·
501). 9/13
DON'T WAIT-Learn the system now, "Surviving
the Undergraduate Jungle," $2.45. 10% discount
with student ID. Tasha's Paperback Book
Exchange, 2510 San Mateo NE-at Menaul, 9/13
WANT TO BUY fencing equipment, masks and
electric weapons. Contact Frank Satchell, 243.·
4571. 9/13
Take ad~antage of the remaining sununer
days-hrttch m NED'S! 9/13
Scholarships for graduate study abroad. Fulbright
awards, minoritY grants, aliter fellowships. lnfor·
mation & applications at Office of International
Progrnms, 1717 Romn NE. 9/16
MEN'S RESOURCE GROUP meetins, Tucsl!ay
September 13, 8 p.m. at VNM law school, 1'117
Stanford NE, Rnt. 104. All welcome. 9/13
POWER for abundant living class leaches you Bibli·
cal keys, flcnclits: establishes & maintains a posi·
tivc altit.udc, overcomes worry & fear, increases
prosperity, cxjllulns Bible contrdictlons, Public
explanutions: Tuesday, Rm. 230, 6:30 p.m. The
Way Camplos Outreach. 9/13

2;

LOST AND FOUND

FIND YOURSELF In the Peace Corps, Ortega 233.
277-5907. ts

..

LOST PUPPY. Black male setter/Jab. Clubbed front
pnw. 242-6755. 9/13
FOVND small black/grey dog,
campus: 881-3029. 9/14

female,

277·

WAKE UP CALLS made day or ttight, for a .5-day
week, $5.00 monthly; 7-day week, $6.00 monthly.
243-2368. 9/16
VOLVO REPAIR, Reasonable, good, guaranteed.
Call Mike, 247-9083 eves. 9/19
PAPERS TYPED on campus. 296,3138, 9/19

4.

HOUSING

STVDENTS- Tired of paying rent? Buy a mobilehome. Low-down, low monthly payment. Phone
881-8184 9/13
Female to share mobile home, handy io UNM. Prefer
grad, student, sr., or older person. 843-7244. 9/14
ROOMMATE WANTED; share apartment
w/pharmacy major, $92,50 includes ulilitics. John,
313GirardSE,Apt.#5. 9/14
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2 bed·
roont apartment. $85,00 monthly plus phone &
gr(lccries. Caii298·13S3. 9/16
ROOM FOR RENT. Four bedroom house, washer,
air, yard, Ncar campus. 256-7285 . .$95.00 mon·
thly. 9/16
NICE comfortable bedroom with usc of kitchen and
living room. $100.00/month. 242-1046 weekdays,
9·5 rorappoinlmcntto~cc. 9/16
MALE STVDENT wants tu share apartment im·
mediately, 842-6563. 9/19
UTI!.ITIES PAID. Green yard, cleaner 1-bd., nicely
furnilhcd, $135.00, 262-1751, Valley Rentals.
$30.00 fcc. 9/19
$120.00. l·bd .. UNM urea, Air & patio. 262·1751.
Valley Rentuls. $30.00 fee. 9/19
2 llDR. House. Air conditioned, fenced for kids &
pet. $160.00. 262-1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00
fee, 9/19
MINUTES TO UNM. 1-bd,, bill~ included, $75.00.
No lease. 262·1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00
fee. 'J/19
ALL Bll.LS PAID. $90.00, l·bd., lots ofclass.26217S1, Valley Rcntals.$30,00 fcc, 9/19

UNM

LOST 813, black Lab pup ncar Girard & Lomas.
Reward offered. 299-0035. 9/14

5.

FOUND: wire-frame glasses, University near
Maxwell on 917. Claim at Marron Hall, Rm,
lOS. 9115

Owner transferred. Have to sell brand new Kirby Red
Classic Ill. l.css than 2 months old, new guarantee.
268-4393. 9/20
20 USED PORTABLE TVs, $30 to $60. 441
Wvoming NE, 255·5987. lOllS

FOUND: Engineering textbook & new blank note·
book: 9/8 in Mechanical Engineering, Rm.I02,
Chtim at Marron Hall, Rm. lOS, 9/15
LOST: Brown wallet, Stadium/Mason concert. 2772778. 9/19
FOUND Sept, 10; grey white tabby, 500 block
Girard. Call Blair, 265-3094 or Pat, 2620597, 9/19

3.

.'

~33.

f~

FOR SALE

ffia11on_Ho.ll tm, 105

1974 DATSUN PICKl)P, AC, 17,000 tniles, clean.
Asking $2700.00. 247-2923, 242-97Ja anY·
lirne. 9/13
1966 Pl. YMOVTH 2·door; runs, needs body work,
$200.00.1512 PrincctonSJ;l, 268-5393, 9/13
Singer sewing machines left in layaway, Several
Singers, Whites, etc .. Equipped to -buf!Orthole and
zigzag, Balance of $19.77 an(.j take machine. 266·
5871 9120
Pioneer repossessed stereo, Complete stereo system,
full-sil.ed turntable, bjg speal<crs, big AM/FM
stereo· t~pc player. As.1ume payments qf $7,82 per
• mo. 266-5872. 9/20
NEW Sony Trinatror., utwlaimcq in layaway, Color
TV, brand new g~arantee, no down payment. $7.75
per month· till balance is paid off. 268-4394. 9/20
G. E. Portable Color TV, $iOO.OO. B ~ W TV. $40.00.
268·9153. 9/14
COLLECTOR'S ITEM! Christian Aujard dress. Call
•
242·0370, 7·11 p.m. 9/15
MATTRESS&. BOXSI}RlNG. twin size, $35.00 set.
268·0015. 9/15
HAM RADIO EQUIPMENT, complete statiun. 2980837, more details. 9/15
''75 VW SCI ROCCO, $3750.00. 277·2~41, Mike
Welsh. 9/15
'
SKATEBOARD, Flbrcllcx cutaway, HPG Gullwings
Road Ridcr4's, $50.00.277-4376. 9/13
SKATEBOARD SALE.llenncll's, Trackers, Simms,
0 & S, 25% off complete board.1; 15"7o off parts.
Tcnnishop, 2901 Indian School Road NE, 262·
16'.11.9120
CHEAP WATERBEDS! Water Trips, 3407 Cemral .
NE, Student Specials: $89.95 plus tax buys you 1)
basic lloorframe, 2) safety liner, J) any size
watcrbcd mattress (3-ycar guarantee), 4) foam
co'mfort p;rr.l. 268-8455. 9/14
HI' 25, $100,00. Includes 2 chargers, owner's hand·
book, programming handbook, case, programming
blanks pad. 881-5071. 9/16

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Work in the PEACE CORPS, Ortega 2J3. 277·
5907. fs
I'ARTTIME JOB: Sale~. llcxlble hours, good pay.
Possible full·time during breaks. Call: Phil FranC/yk, C.L.l)., 292·2830. 9130
PAin TIME: men & women sales clerks- stocking.
Must be over 21 years old, Apply in person, no
phone calls. SAVE-WAY liquor stor~s. 5516
Menaul Blvd., NE& 5704 Lorna.~ NE,
10/6
''
COCKTAIL WAITRESS: Top pay, commissions,
tips. Apply Cal, 5001 Lomas NE, after 9:30
pm. 9/16

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
sd10la~tlc. Charts& tablcs.34S-2125. 10/15
I.SA'f-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now,
Calii'ENM 842-5200. tfn
TYPING: MA, Englhh, on-campus. 296·8564. fs
WILL TUTOR: Spanish, English, composition. 2431073. 9/1_6
TYPING. hi quality. 883-7787, 10/11
PRIVATE SPANISH LESSONS. Certified reacher
with M.A. All levels. 266-0357. 9/16
WILl. TUTOR English composition. 242-1415 after
3:00 p.tn. 9/13
t\l.TERNATIVE CLASSES. Quality Instruction &
Inexpensive prices. l.ocal women's organization.
llicycling, auto maintenance, silkscrecn, publish·
ing, a\trology, yoga, sclf·dcfensc, free-lancing,
Black Women's literature, photography, weaving,
creative writing, puppet making, hiking, new
game~, roots of WICCA, life drawing. 265·
3012. 9113
EXPERIENCED TYPIST; legal, manuscripts, medical. \lati~tical, general. Catl266-4770. 9/16
C'lASSIC'AI. GUITAR LESSONS. Segovia method,
hCj!inncrl \\ckomc. 26(;.9291. 9/13
AIKlDO ('LASSI:S. Sandia Judo Chobs, Saturday
9:00·10:30 a.m., Sunday 11:00-12 noon. Call 255·
4629. '1111.

BUV1
GET1

FREE

Monday- Saturday

7:30- 8:30

Boogie To:

Cosmic Charlie
UNCLE NASTY'S
"A Good Place To Make Friends"
CentralS.E.

CliRISTMAS FI.IGHTS1? THIN!< now, Oy Iuter.
Rcserv;~tiuns at Intercontinental Travel Celllre.
255·68~0 12·6. 9/,16
.

NEElD FOUR PEOPLE part time. $400.00 per
-m<mth. For aprt. call 881.4585, 1 p.m •• 3 p.,m •
only. 9/~6
•
PART TIME INSTRUCTORS: $).00/hr. Arts &'
cn\fis, dnnc.:e, excrci"ie, cooking,. guitar, p!anq~ e1c•
For fall term. Call YWCA;247·884J 9115
FREE to. good home w/yard. Seller-cross black
PART TIME JOB. $500,00 a mml(h, For more inforfemale, 8 mo., w/shots. Faye, 298-5543; llfler 7
mation, catl294·2064, 2·4 p,tn, 9/14
,
p.m., 345~71)~5. 9114
_

8.

T•I!TIO: coon Jn odvonc•.

SERVE in the Peace Corps. Ortega

PERSONALS

DOOR; Ooor per$onncl for nlte~lub. Goocl wages,
working conditions. See Cal, $001 Lomqs NE, after
9:30pm. 9/16

RQtes: 15c per word per dQ,Y, Sl minimum.
5 or more consecutive dQ,YS, .
9c per word per dQ,Y
(no tefunds If cQnceled before 5 Insertions)•
D•o.dttn•• 12 noon lot nul do.y'o pop••

.

7. ·TRAVEL
CAR POOL TO SCHOOL! lTC, 265·9860 126. 9/16

MISCELLANEOUS

The la~t Tolkien~SlLMARll.LION-now at. VNM
llnoksture! 9/15
fREE SEX, POT and you from government control.
Libertarian Student Party forming Sept. 15th, 7-9
p.m .. SlJll. Rm •. 250-D. 9115

Daily Lobo
.Classified
Advertising
Marron Hall
Room105
or by mall. to:
UNM Box20, UNM
Albuquerque, NM
87131

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Transported·
with delight
5 Appellation
o Athena
9 Crony
(colloq )
12 On the
ocean
13 Expanse of
grass
1 4 Frozen
water
15 Damages
1 7 Railroad
fuel cars
19 Part of
automobile
21 The
sweetsop
22Sow
24 Exists
25 Lift With
lever
26 Moccastn
27 Fixed
portton
29 Symbol for
tantalum
31 Skill
32 Spantsh
arltcle
33 Note of
scale
34 Vessel
35 Symbol for
thalltum
36 Expert
38 The self
39 Conducted
40 Sun god
'41 Break
&uddenly
42 1\bove
44 Morose
46 Feels regret
for
48 Growing oul
of
51 Confederate
general
52 Dmes
5-l Wtnter
prectptlalion
55 Transgress
56 Gaelic

57 Diminuttve
prefix
DOWN

1 Cheer

2 Man's name
3Fiawless
4 Domesticated
5 Man's
nickname
6 Newest
7 Pitcher
8 Girl's name
9 Devoutness
10 Land
measure
11 Not so much
16 Symbol for
lin
18 Mend with
cotton
20 Watch laces
22 Quarrel
23Nobleman
251ndigenl
27 Peruse
28 Standard of
perfection

29 Roman
bearing
43 Change
garment
30 Above and
direction
touching
.
34 Flag
44 Leadmg
36 Stmple
player
37 Expects
,45 Fre.nch
confidently
arttcle
39 Sufferer
4 7. Born
· from
49 Small child
Hansen's 50 Female
disease
sheep
41 Judgment 53 Compass
42 Heraldtc
point
6
7 8
N. 9 10 11
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Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one}: I. Personals;·
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. M:iscellaneous.
5. For Sale;

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

...
Classified Advertising Rates
I5c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Tenns Cash in advance

EncloSP.d $ - - - - · Placed by _____ Telephone ·

Hours: 8:30A.M: ·to 4:30P.M,
Monday thru Friday
Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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